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We use robust control techniques to study the effects of model uncertainty on 
monetary policy in an estimated, semi-structural, small-open-economy model 
of the U.K. Compared to the closed economy, the presence of an exchange 
rate channel for monetary policy not only produces new trade-offs for 
monetary policy, but it also introduces an additional source of specification 
errors. We find that exchange rate shocks are an important contributor to 
volatility in the model, and that the exchange rate equation is particularly 
vulnerable to model misspecification, along with the equation for domestic 
inflation. However, when policy is set with discretion, the cost of insuring 
against model misspecification appears reasonably small.  
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1 Introduction

Although the canonical New Keynesian model (Goodfriend and King (1997), Clarida,

Gaĺı, and Gertler (1999), and Woodford (2003)) is used extensively to analyze monetary

policy, important questions about its structure remain unresolved. For instance, there are

ongoing debates about the role of forward-looking inflation expectations, and the nature of

the driving variable—real marginal cost or an output gap—in the New Keynesian Phillips

curve, and about the importance of habit formation and consumption smoothing in the

forward-looking “IS” curve. More generally, it is widely understood among practitioners

that monetary policy affects the economy with “long and variable lags” in ways that many

models do not acknowledge.

Of course, these debates about the appropriate structure of closed-economy New Key-

nesian models apply equally to open-economy specifications. After all, the transmission

mechanisms and the monetary policy channels that operate in open-economy models are

often similar to those operating in closed-economy specifications. However, unlike in the

closed economy, in the open economy there can be concerns about the level of exchange

rate pass-through, concerns centered around whether pass-through is full or partial, and

about the extent to which imports are consumed or employed as intermediate inputs in

the production of domestic goods. Similarly, exchange rate dynamics are difficult to

model and from an empirical standpoint there is good reason to view uncovered interest

parity with suspicion. Importantly, these concerns extend beyond parameter uncertainty,

amounting to a concern about the very structure of the model used to describe the econ-

omy.

Faced with uncertainty about its model, a central bank can react in several ways. It

could choose to simply take the model at face value, essentially setting policy while ignor-

ing the possibility that its model might be misspecified. However, such an approach could

easily give rise to unwelcome or even disastrous outcomes. An alternative approach, one

better suited to a prudent central bank, is to take the possibility of model misspecification

into account when formulating its policy, and the literature offers several ways of going

about this. One way is for the central bank to build several models and to use these

models to develop a policy that produces reasonable, if not optimal, outcomes in all of

the models, as described in Levin, Wieland, and Williams (1999, 2003). Although this

approach is intuitive and simple to implement, it is not necessarily the most attractive.

After all, the approach does not allow the central bank to address any concerns it may

have about parameter uncertainty, it does not accommodate the possibility that agents

other than the central bank may be concerned about model uncertainty, and it assumes

that each of the models provides an equally plausible description of the economy.
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An alternative is for the central bank to take a Bayesian approach, using Bayesian

methods to estimate a range of models and Bayesian model averaging to evaluate com-

peting policies (see Brock, Durlauf, and West (2004) and Batini, Justiniano, Levine, and

Pearlman (2005)). The Bayesian approach does not assume that all of the models are

equally plausible and it readily accommodates both parameter and model uncertainty,

but it still does not easily allow all agents in the model to be concerned about model

uncertainty. A third approach, the one pursued in this paper, is for the central bank to

formulate policy using robust control methods, methods that are specifically designed to

minimize the economic consequences of the worst-case specification errors (Hansen and

Sargent (2006)). While it is no panacea, some advantages of the robust control approach

are that the policymaker need only develop a single model, that it can allow all the agents

in the economy to be concerned about model misspecification, and that the specification

errors can reflect both model and parameter uncertainty.

We study the conduct of monetary policy using a version of the Monacelli (2005)

dynamic stochastic general equilibrium small-open-economy model estimated on U.K.

data. Unlike previous papers that have considered the design of monetary policy in

open-economy contexts, we introduce a concern for model misspecification on the part

of the central bank and focus on policy rules that have been formulated purposefully to

be robust to model misspecification. In the tradition of Hansen and Sargent (2006), we

assume that the central bank possesses a benchmark model of the economy, which it is

concerned may be misspecified, but that it is unwilling to posit a probability distribution

over possible specification errors. The central bank allows for specification errors that lie

within a neighborhood of its benchmark specification and conducts monetary policy to

guard against the worst-case specification error. In taking this approach, the central bank

recognizes that its policy will be suboptimal if its benchmark model is actually specified

correctly, but it still conducts policy this way, gaining comfort from the knowledge that

by doing so it is insuring against catastrophic outcomes.

Unlike the closed economy, the open-economy model that we consider allows house-

holds to consume goods produced both domestically and abroad, with domestic goods

priced subject to a Calvo (1983)-style price rigidity, and imported goods priced sub-

ject to incomplete exchange rate pass-through. The model allows a portfolio allocation

choice between domestic and foreign bonds, giving rise to an uncovered interest parity

(UIP) condition and making the exchange rate an important channel for monetary policy

and risk premium shocks an important source of economic volatility. As we show, the

exchange rate channel introduces additional trade-offs that the central bank must ac-

knowledge when formulating policy, and it introduces an additional location for possible

model misspecification.
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We contrast the sources of misspecification and the design of robust monetary policy

in several versions of our model: a closed-economy version, a version with open-economy

transmission channels but only domestic shocks, and versions with shocks emanating from

the open-economy components of the model. We show that in a closed economy, a robust

central bank should be concerned mainly with specification errors to the inflation equation

(or Phillips curve). This finding is consistent with previous studies, e.g., Dennis, Leitemo,

and Söderström (2006) and Leitemo and Söderström (2004).

Adding open-economy transmission channels and shocks, we find that, while imported

inflation and foreign output are relatively unimportant sources of misspecification, shocks

to the UIP condition (“exchange rate shocks”) are very important for generating volatility,

and the UIP condition is a particularly damaging location for model misspecification.

This is partly because the UIP condition is subject to large risk premium shocks and

partly because the exchange rate has a direct impact on all other variables in the model

and therefore presents the central bank with a challenging trade-off when responding to

shocks. We conclude that a central bank worried about model misspecification should

be concerned about the UIP parity condition, but also about the equation for domestic

inflation—the open-economy Phillips curve—just as in the closed economy.

Although model uncertainty—particularly uncertainty concerning exchange rate de-

termination—is of obvious importance for central banks in small open economies (West

(2003)), surprisingly few studies have examined the issue. Lees (2004) analyzes a stylized

small-open-economy model and finds that robust policies are generally more aggressive

in response to shocks and that they imply less interest rate inertia. For his calibration,

Lees (2004) concludes that the exchange rate is an important source of specification er-

rors, and that the consequences of these specification errors outweigh the benefits to the

central bank of exploiting the exchange rate channel to stabilize the economy. Leitemo

and Söderström (2005a) study the robustness of simple policy rules to uncertainty about

exchange rate determination in a calibrated, stylized, small-open-economy model, con-

cluding that a standard Taylor rule that responds to CPI inflation and the output gap

performs well. They also argue that the Taylor rule is more robust to uncertainty about

the formation of exchange rate expectations than are rules that respond to exchange rate

movements. Leitemo and Söderström (2005b) present an analytic treatment of robust

control in a small-open-economy model. They show that by guarding against specifica-

tion errors in the supply side of the model the central bank raises the volatility of output,

and that by guarding against specification errors in the demand side of the economy the

central bank raises the volatility of inflation. Finally, Batini, Justiniano, Levine, and

Pearlman (2005) study the effects of Bayesian model uncertainty on monetary policy in

an estimated two-country model. Unlike our study, they focus on large open economies
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and investigate the gains to policy coordination.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical

model and describes its empirical counterpart. We apply robust control to different

versions of the empirical model in Section 3, isolating the effects on robust policymaking

of the open-economy policy channels and the open-economy shocks before studying the

complete open-economy specification. While Section 3 assumes that monetary policy is

conducted with discretion, Section 4 briefly considers the case when policy is conducted

with commitment. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2 The model: theory and empirics

We study the New Keynesian small open-economy model developed by Monacelli (2005),

which builds on Clarida, Gaĺı, and Gertler (2001, 2002). A key feature of this model

is that households can consume goods produced both domestically and abroad, with the

prices of both goods characterized by price rigidity. With imported goods subject to price

rigidity, and with importers pricing to market, the model can reproduce the incomplete

exchange rate pass-through widely found to characterize the behavior of imported goods

prices following exchange rate shocks (Campa and Goldberg (2005)). Since there is ample

evidence supporting incomplete exchange rate pass-through, allowing for sticky imported

goods prices seems reasonable, especially since it is likely to be important for the design

of monetary policy. A second key feature of the model is that it is not possible to achieve

full price stability by setting the output gap to zero. The interest rate policy required to

generate a zero output gap destabilizes inflation through its influence on imported goods

prices.

2.1 The model: theory

Domestic firms sell their product in a monopolistically competitive environment, hiring

labor in a perfectly competitive labor market, and setting prices to maximize the expected

discounted value of the firm, subject to a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) demand

schedule and a linear-in-labor production technology. Following Calvo (1983), prices are

set in a staggered manner and only domestic inputs are used in production. Goods

produced domestically are tradeable. In this environment, the equation for domestic

price inflation is given by a Phillips curve with the form1

πHt = βEtπ
H
t+1 + κxxt + κψψt, (1)

1All equations are written on log-linear form.
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where β ∈ (0, 1) is the subjective discount factor, Et is the expectation operator con-

ditional on period t information, πHt ≡ pHt − pHt−1 is the inflation rate for domestically

produced goods, xt is the output gap, measured as the percent deviation between do-

mestic output and its flexible-price level, and ψt is the percent deviation from the law

of one price. Equation (1) differs from the standard (closed-economy) New Keynesian

Phillips curve through the inclusion of ψt, which enters here because the domestic good

is tradeable.

The law-of-one-price (LOP) variable, ψt, is the percent deviation between world market

prices (measured in terms of domestic currency) and the domestic price of foreign goods:

ψt ≡ et + p∗t − pFt

= qt − (1− γ)st, (2)

where et is the nominal exchange rate, p∗t is the price of the foreign aggregate good

measured in foreign currency, pFt is the domestic price of the foreign aggregate good,

qt ≡ et+p
∗
t−pCt is the real exchange rate, pCt is the consumer price (CPI) level, st ≡ pFt −pHt

is the terms of trade, and γ ∈ [0, 1) is the share of imported goods in consumption.

If import prices were flexible, then the law of one price would hold, implying pFt =

et + p∗t and ψt = 0. However, in the model imported goods prices are not flexible.

Instead, while imports are purchased from abroad in a perfectly competitive market,

the importing firms sell the imported goods in a monopolistically competitive market,

pricing to market subject to their demand schedule and a Calvo-style price rigidity. The

imported goods, now priced in domestic currency, are then combined (according to a

Dixit-Stiglitz aggregator) to create an aggregate imported good that is sold to households

for consumption purposes.2 Pricing to market, together with Calvo-pricing, gives rise

to incomplete exchange rate pass-through and implies that imported-goods prices adjust

gradually in response to changes in world prices. The Phillips curve for import price

inflation is given by

πFt = βEtπ
F
t+1 + λψψt. (3)

Aggregate CPI inflation is then a weighted average of domestic and imported goods in-

flation:

πCt = (1− γ)πHt + γπFt . (4)

2In this last respect the model differs importantly from McCallum and Nelson (1999), who assume
that imported goods are an intermediate input for the production of domestic goods.
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On the demand side, the economy is populated by infinitely lived households who

consume an aggregate domestic good and an aggregate imported good and who save by

holding domestic and foreign one-period nominal bonds. The household intertemporal

consumption choice leads to an expression for the output gap of the form

xt = Etxt+1 − χr
[
rt − Etπ

H
t+1 − rrt

]
+ χψEt∆ψt+1, (5)

where rt is the one-period nominal interest rate and rrt is the natural real interest rate,

which evolves over time according to

rrt ≡ φy∗Et∆y
∗
t+1 + φzzt, (6)

where zt is a domestic productivity shock and ∆y∗t is the growth rate of world output.

Finally, with perfect capital mobility, the portfolio choice with respect to domestic and

foreign bonds implies that the nominal exchange rate is determined by the UIP condition

et = Etet+1 − rt + r∗t , (7)

where r∗t is the foreign one-period nominal interest rate.

2.2 The model: empirics

The theoretical specification described above provides a simple microfounded description

of private-sector behavior in an economy where goods prices are sticky. However, the

model abstracts from the information and decision lags that can give rise to gradual

adjustments and inertial responses to shocks. On the supply side, such inertial responses

may be rationalized by firms using rule-of-thumb pricing (Gaĺı and Gertler (1999)) or

price indexation (Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005)) and, on the demand side,

by households having consumption habits (Fuhrer (2000)).

To accommodate the possibility that there may be information and/or decision lags,

we adopt the specification of the Monacelli (2005) model estimated by Leitemo (2006),

who allows the data to influence the model’s lead-lag structure while retaining its steady-

state properties. Following Rudebusch (2002), Leitemo (2006) uses expected annual

inflation over the coming year to represent the forward-looking component of inflation in

the Phillips curve, and, following Rotemberg and Woodford (1997), assumes that decisions

by households and firms are subject to a one-period implementation lag.
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2.2.1 Data

The model is estimated using GMM applied to U.K. data over the period 1980:Q1 to

2001:Q4. All data are observed at the quarterly frequency and were obtained from either

the U.K. national accounts, the IMF, or the OECD. With respect to prices and inflation,

domestic inflation, πHt , is constructed according to πHt ≡ 4(pHt − pHt−1), where pHt is the

GDP price deflator. Similarly, imported-goods inflation, πFt , is measured using the price

of imported goods according to πFt ≡ 4(pFt − pFt−1). The quarterly rate of consumer price

inflation, πCt , is then given by equation (4). Four-quarter rates for domestic inflation,

imported goods inflation, and consumer price inflation are easily obtained according to the

general expression π̄it ≡ (1/4)
∑3

j=0 π
i
t−j, where i denotes the particular inflation measure.

Following Batini and Haldane (1999), the share of imported goods in the consumer basket,

γ, is set to 0.25.

Regarding quantities and relative prices, the output gap, xt, is calculated by applying

the HP filter to log real GDP,3 the effective real exchange rate, qt, is measured by deflating

the effective trade-weighted nominal exchange rate by the corresponding relative CPI

indices, and the LOP gap, ψt, is generated from equation (2), using the detrended effective

real exchange rate and the terms of trade. With respect to interest rates, the domestic

interest rate, rt, is the 3-month U.K. T-bill rate, expressed at an annual rate, and the

foreign real interest rate, rr∗t , is the 3-month OECD average, also expressed at an annual

rate. Expressed at quarterly rates, the domestic and foreign 3-month interest rates

are rq,t ≡ (1/4)rt and rr∗q,t ≡ (1/4)rr∗t , respectively. Finally, foreign output, y∗t , is

approximated by the OECD output gap, with ∆y∗t representing the quarterly growth rate

of foreign GDP.

2.2.2 Equations

Domestic inflation is modeled according to (with standard errors in parentheses below the

estimated coefficients)

πHt = 0.58
(0.081)

Et−1π̄
H
t+3 + 0.42

(−)

[
−0.39

(0.16)
πHt−1 + 0.22

(0.056)
πHt−2 + 0.72

(0.11)
πHt−3 + 0.45

(−)
πHt−4

]
+0.28

(0.13)
Et−1xt + 0.038

(0.060)
Et−1ψt + εHt , (8)

σ = 2.1%,

in which, reflecting the one-period implementation lag, all expectations are formed using a

one-period lagged information set. The null hypothesis that dynamic homogeneity holds

cannot be rejected and is imposed, so the coefficients on (leads and lags of) inflation

3The smoothing parameter in the HP filter was set to 1, 600, the standard value for quarterly data.
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sum to one, ruling out any permanent trade-off between domestic output and domestic

inflation. While lags of inflation clearly play an important role in the domestic inflation

Phillips curve, it is notable that expected future inflation receives a larger weight than

lagged inflation, consistent with the Gaĺı, Gertler, and López-Salido (2001) and Smets

(2003) estimates for the euro area, and with the Gaĺı and Gertler (1999) estimates for

the U.S., but contrary to Fuhrer (1997) and Rudebusch (2002). The coefficient on the

output gap (0.28) indicates relatively rapid price adjustment, but is broadly consistent

with Smets (2003) and Batini and Haldane (1999). The slope coefficient on the LOP gap

is fairly small, suggesting relatively low substitutability in foreign consumption between

U.K. and foreign goods.

Turning to the Phillips curve for imported inflation, the empirical implementation of

equation (3) is

πFt = 0.78
(0.047)

Et−1π̄
F
t+3 + 0.22

(−)

[
1.11
(0.19)

πFt−1 − 0.11
(−)

πFt−4

]
+ 0.56

(0.10)
Et−1ψt + εFt , (9)

σ = 5.8%.

Similar to the specification for domestic inflation, in equation (9) the forward-looking

inflation component receives a larger weight than the lagged component and dynamic

homogeneity cannot be rejected and is imposed. The coefficient on the LOP variable,

the driving variable in the specification, is large, implying that changes in import costs

pass reasonably quickly into the domestic price of imported goods. Together, equations

(8) and (9) indicate that domestic prices are subject to greater price rigidity than are

imported goods prices. The shock to imported goods inflation also has a somewhat

larger standard deviation than the shock to domestic inflation, suggesting that shocks to

imported goods prices are likely to be an important source of volatility in the economy,

especially because off-setting these shocks forces the central bank to trade-off stabilizing

output against stabilizing inflation.

On the demand side, the equation for the output gap is estimated to be

xt = 0.53
(0.039)

Et−1xt+1 + 0.47
(−)

[
1.36
(0.076)

xt−1 − 0.36
(−)

xt−2

]
− 0.066

(0.014)
(rt−1 − Et−1π̄

H
t+2)

+ 0.11
(0.012)

Et−1∆ψt + 0.25
(0.073)

Et−1∆y
∗
t + εxt , (10)

σ = 0.41%.

The output gap responds importantly to the expected future output gap, reflecting stan-

dard consumption smoothing behavior, but also to two lags of the output gap. In

containing two lags of the output gap, this open-economy IS curve has much in common

with closed-economy specifications estimated for the U.S. (see Fuhrer and Moore (1995)
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and Rudebusch (2002)). Interestingly, the coefficients on the two lags of the gap im-

ply that the gap depends on the level of the lagged gap, consistent with the presence of

habit formation, and also on the growth rate of the lagged gap, which can be less easily

associated with habit formation. Because equation (10) is estimated using output data

rather than consumption data and the model abstracts from investment and capital ac-

cumulation, the two lags of the gap may reflect the joint effects of habit formation and

investment dynamics (Dennis (2004)). It is worth noting, first, that the coefficient on the

ex ante real interest rate is relatively small and that, as a consequence, reasonably large

interest rate movements are required to offset demand shocks completely, and, second,

that the standard deviation of the output shock is small relative to those for the two

Phillips curves.

The coefficients on the two open-economy variables in equation (10) are revealing.

First, the coefficient on the LOP variable, at 0.11, is somewhat larger than its coefficient

of 0.038 in the domestic inflation equation. Clearly, deviations from the LOP, which can

be exploited for profit through international trade in the domestic good, generate much

bigger effects on quantities than prices, further evidence for the rigidity of domestic goods

prices. At the same time, the coefficient on ∆y∗t shows that increases in foreign GDP

growth generate greater demand for the domestic good, implying, perhaps, that the U.K.

is demand-constrained in its ability to export at the world price.

Allowing the foreign real interest rate to be autoregressive, the “risk-adjusted” real

UIP condition is estimated to be

qt = Etqt+1 + rr∗q,t −
[
rq,t − Etπ

C
t+1

]
, (11)

rr∗q,t = 0.50
(0.070)

rr∗q,t−1 + 0.19
(0.064)

rr∗q,t−2 + 0.11
(0.038)

rr∗q,t−3 + εqt , (12)

σ = 3.7%,

where the parameter restrictions associated with UIP were tested and could not be rejected

at the usual significance levels. Equation (11) implies that the real exchange rate will

“jump” following shocks to ensure that any real interest rate differential is offset by an

expected change in the real exchange rate. Because the real exchange rate jumps following

shocks, it is likely to be highly volatile, particularly given the large standard deviation

of the risk premium shock, and this volatility has important implications for consumer

price inflation through imported goods inflation. Note that exchange rate expectations

are formed using period t rather than period t − 1 information, reflecting the fact that

portfolio allocation decisions are not subject to an implementation lag.

Finally, the OECD output growth is modeled using a first-order autoregressive process
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according to

∆y∗t = 0.51
(0.066)

∆y∗t−1 + εy∗t , (13)

σ = 0.50%.

Equation (13) reveals that shocks to foreign real GDP growth have a reasonably small

standard deviation and that, following such shocks, the effect on real foreign growth

dissipates quickly.

Viewed as a system, two features of the model are worth highlighting. First, the model

does not allow a permanent trade-off between inflation and output, a knife-edge result

that could easily be overturned if either equation (8) or equation (9) were misspecified.

Second, it is movements in the LOP variable that are critical for output and inflation,

not movements in either the real exchange rate or the terms of trade themselves. As

a consequence, the model, as it stands, does not pin down uniquely steady-state values

for either the real exchange rate or the terms of trade (the UIP condition has important

implications for the change in the real exchange rate, but not for its level). Similarly,

equation (2) shows that many combinations of the real exchange rate and the terms of

trade are consistent with any given value of the LOP variable. Therefore, depending on

how monetary policy is conducted, transitory shocks can have permanent effects on the

real exchange rate and the terms of trade.

3 Robust monetary policy

The model that the central bank believes best characterizes the data-generating process,

the “reference model,” is described by equations (8) to (13). However, to accommodate

its fear that its reference model may be misspecified, the central bank uses robust control

methods to formulate monetary policy. As emphasized by Hansen and Sargent (2006),

robust control allows the central bank to design a policy that guards purposefully against

specification errors, or distortions, to the reference model that are “small” in the sense that

the distorted model lies in a neighborhood “close” to the reference model. In formulating

the central bank’s robust control problem, we deviate slightly from Hansen and Sargent

(2006) and allow the central bank to fear misspecification of both the conditional mean

and the conditional volatility of the shock processes. The solution method is described

in Dennis, Leitemo, and Söderström (2006) and summarized in Appendix A.

Following Hansen and Sargent (2006), the central bank’s fear of misspecification is

formalized by introducing specification errors to each equation in which there is a shock.

To help it devise a robust policy that guards against these specification errors, the central
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bank assumes that where it desires to minimize a loss function, a fictitious “evil agent”

strategically chooses the specification errors to maximize the loss function. The solution

to this robust control problem yields two distinct equilibria of interest. The first is the

central bank’s “worst-case” equilibrium, in which the worst-case specification errors are

realized, the central bank employs its robust decision rule, and private agents form ex-

pectations acknowledging the central bank’s fear of misspecification. The second is the

“approximating” equilibrium, in which the central bank employs its robust decision rule

and private agents form expectations acknowledging the central bank’s fear of misspecifica-

tion, but the reference model transpires to be specified correctly. Although the worst-case

equilibrium is primarily a vehicle for constructing the approximating equilibrium, it also

reveals the specification errors that the central bank should be most concerned about. To

determine the set of admissible specification errors, we select the central bank’s preference

for robustness to generate a particular “detection error probability,” the probability that

an econometrician would infer incorrectly whether the approximating equilibrium or the

worst-case equilibrium generated the observed data.

The central bank’s goals are to stabilize four-quarter CPI inflation, π̄Ct , the output

gap, xt, and the interest rate, rt, around their long-run levels, which are normalized to

zero, as summarized by the objective function

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[(
π̄Ct

)2
+ λx2

t + νr2
t

]
, (14)

where we set β = 0.99, λ = 1, and ν = 0.05. We focus on the case where monetary

policy and the specification errors are chosen with discretion. (Section 4 briefly discusses

the commitment case.)

To isolate the effects of the transmission channels and shocks that are specific to the

open economy, we first analyze a “pseudo-closed” version of the model, eliminating all

open-economy elements by setting the open-economy parameters and shocks to zero. This

exercise establishes the effects of robust monetary policy in a closed economy, providing

a benchmark against which to compare the open-economy results.4 We then proceed

by systematically adding open-economy elements to the model. First, we include the

open-economy transmission channels, but continue to exclude the open-economy shocks.

Next, we introduce the shocks to imported inflation and foreign output. Finally, we add

the shock to the UIP equation. We incorporate the shocks in this gradual manner to

demonstrate and highlight the importance for monetary policy of exchange rate (or UIP)

shocks in the open economy.

4The results for this “pseudo-closed” economy are qualitatively very similar to those from the Rude-
busch (2002) closed-economy model; see Dennis, Leitemo, and Söderström (2006).
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For each specification, we compare the outcomes of the rational expectations equilib-

rium (RE), the worst-case equilibrium (WO), and the approximating equilibrium (AP).

Throughout, we choose the central bank’s preference for robustness so that the detection

error probability equals 0.10, for a sample of 200 observations, using the method outlined

in Appendix B. This detection error probability allows the distortions to the reference

model to be of a reasonable magnitude, but not so large as to make it inconceivable that

they would not have been detected previously.

3.1 Robust monetary policy in a “pseudo-closed” economy

We first analyze the “pseudo-closed” version of our model. To do this, we shut down all

open-economy transmission channels and shocks, leaving the two-equation system

πHt = 0.58Et−1π̄
H
t+3 + 0.42

[
−0.39πHt−1 + 0.22πHt−2 + 0.72πHt−3 + 0.45πHt−4

]
+0.28Et−1xt + εHt , (15)

xt = 0.53Et−1xt+1 + 0.47 [1.36xt−1 − 0.36xt−2]

−0.066
[
rt−1 − Et−1π̄

H
t+2

]
+ εxt , (16)

where σH = 2.1% and σx = 0.41%. Tables 1a–3a report the unconditional variances of

the key variables, the variances and the cross-correlations for the specification errors, and

the distortions to the variance-covariance matrix of the shocks. Figure 1 shows how the

model responds to the two shocks.

Consider first the impulse responses in the equilibrium with non-robust policy (RE).

The solid lines in Figure 1 show that a positive inflation shock causes the central bank to

raise the interest rate, creating a negative output gap and exerting downward pressure on

inflation, which returns to target over time. A positive output shock opens up an output

gap, which stimulates inflation and causes the central bank to raise the interest rate.

With higher interest rates damping demand, the output gap declines and the inflationary

pressures diminish, returning the economy to baseline. Looking at the variances of the

key variables, because inflation shocks are more volatile than output shocks and pose a

more difficult stabilization problem for the central bank, which is forced to lower output

to address their inflationary effects, inflation and the interest rate are more volatile than

output (see Table 1a).

Introducing a preference for robustness, the dashed lines representing the worst-case

equilibrium (WO) in Figure 1 reveal that the central bank’s worst fear is that inflation

and output shocks will be larger and have more persistent effects on inflation. Therefore,

the robust policy is to raise the interest rate more in response to each shock, which leads

to a considerably lower output gap following the inflation shock. Thus, inflation, output,
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and the interest rate are all more volatile in the worst-case equilibrium than they are in

the rational expectations equilibrium.

Table 2a reveals that the evil agent introduces specification errors primarily to the

inflation equation, where shocks are more volatile (so specification errors are more difficult

to detect) and pose a more difficult trade-off for the central bank. Indeed, the variance of

the specification errors to the inflation equation (vHt ) are two orders of magnitude larger

than those to the output equation (vxt ). Table 3a shows how the evil agent in the worst-

case equilibrium distorts the variance-covariance matrix of the shocks. Again, the effects

of misspecification are considerably larger for inflation shocks than for output shocks, but

the evil agent also introduces a small positive covariance between the two shocks.

Finally, Table 1a and the dashed-dotted lines in Figure 1, representing the approxi-

mating equilibrium (AP), illustrate that the effect of the more responsive robust policy

is to stabilize inflation more than the non-robust policy (RE). However, output and the

interest rate are more volatile, leading to a larger overall loss.

These results indicate that a robust central bank in a closed economy worries mainly

about specification errors to the inflation equation, and that the cost of insuring against

this misspecification comes in the form of greater interest rate and output volatility.

Similar conclusions are reached by Dennis, Leitemo, and Söderström (2006) using the

closed-economy model estimated by Rudebusch (2002) and by Leitemo and Söderström

(2004), who study a stylized closed-economy New Keynesian model.

3.2 Introducing open-economy channels

We now introduce the open-economy transmission channels, but retain only the domestic

shocks, giving rise to the specification

πHt = 0.58Et−1π̄
H
t+3 + 0.42

[
−0.39πHt−1 + 0.22πHt−2 + 0.72πHt−3 + 0.45πHt−4

]
+0.28Et−1xt + 0.038Et−1ψt + εHt , (17)

πFt = 0.78Et−1π̄
F
t+3 + 0.22

[
1.11πFt−1 − 0.11πFt−4

]
+ 0.56Et−1ψt, (18)

xt = 0.53Et−1xt+1 + 0.47 [1.36xt−1 − 0.36xt−2]− 0.066
[
rt−1 − Et−1π̄

H
t+2

]
+0.11Et−1∆ψt + εxt , (19)

qt = Etqt+1 −
1

4
[rt − Etπt+1] , (20)

where σH = 2.1% and σx = 0.41%. In this specification, through imported-goods inflation

and the real exchange rate, shocks to domestic inflation and output as well as monetary

policy interventions have additional effects on the economy.

In the rational expectations equilibrium, Figure 2 shows that the central bank is less
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responsive to shocks than in the pseudo-closed economy model. This is mainly because

domestic shocks have a smaller direct impact on aggregate (CPI) inflation, as imported-

goods inflation does not respond contemporaneously to shocks. But to some extent this

is also due to the endogenous response of the open-economy variables.

After a shock to domestic inflation, the policy response generates an expected depreci-

ation of the nominal exchange rate, but also a small initial depreciation, with the nominal

exchange rate settling at a higher level than before.5 The exchange rate response leads

to an increase in the LOP gap, which then returns to its initial level. These movements

in the LOP gap stimulate imported-goods inflation and (to a smaller extent) domestic

inflation, while leading to a slightly larger decline in the output gap. As a consequence,

the central bank tightens policy less aggressively in response to the shock than it does in

the pseudo-closed economy model.

Following an output shock, again the central bank response implies that the nominal

exchange rate is expected to depreciate to a higher long-run level, but in this case the

initial movement is an appreciation. As a consequence, the LOP gap falls and is expected

to increase in the future, leading to slightly lower inflation and a slightly larger output

gap than in the pseudo-closed economy model. As with inflation shocks, the central bank

responds less aggressively to the output shock.

Table 1b shows that, as a consequence of these movements in the exchange rate and

the LOP gap, inflation and output are more volatile than in the pseudo-closed economy,

while the interest rate is considerably less volatile. The net effect is that the loss is slightly

higher in value with the open-economy channels than in the pseudo-closed economy.

Turning to the worst-case equilibrium, the effects of misspecification are similar to

those in the pseudo-closed economy. The central bank fears that shocks (particularly

those to domestic inflation) will have a larger and more persistent effect on domestic and

imported-goods inflation. As a consequence, the robust policy is to raise the interest rate

more aggressively following adverse inflation shocks, generating a larger decline in output

and a larger real exchange rate appreciation. Under the robust monetary policy, inflation

is less volatile in the approximating equilibrium than it is in the RE equilibrium, while

output and the interest rate are more volatile (Table 1b). The specification errors are

similar to those in the pseudo-closed economy (Table 2b).

To summarize, the presence of the open-economy transmission channels implies that

domestic shocks have a smaller direct effect on aggregate (CPI) inflation, but these shocks

also affect the economy through the exchange rate and imported inflation. Monetary

policy therefore responds slightly less to shocks than it does in the pseudo-closed economy.

5As the LOP gap returns to its initial level in the long run, the nominal exchange rate will return to
the same level as the price of imported goods.
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Relative to the pseudo-closed economy, the main implications for robust monetary policy

remain largely unaltered. The central bank fears mainly that shocks will have larger and

more persistent effects on domestic inflation than is reflected in the reference model.

3.3 An open-economy model without exchange rate shocks

We now begin to introduce the shocks that are specific to the open economy, starting

with the shocks to imported inflation and foreign output growth. We continue, however,

to assume that the UIP condition holds perfectly. This leads to the specification

πHt = 0.58Et−1π̄
H
t+3 + 0.42

[
−0.39πHt−1 + 0.22πHt−2 + 0.72πHt−3 + 0.45πHt−4

]
+0.28Et−1xt + 0.038Et−1ψt + εHt , (21)

πFt = 0.78Et−1π̄
F
t+3 + 0.22

[
1.11πFt−1 − 0.11πFt−4

]
+ 0.56Et−1ψt + εFt , (22)

xt = 0.53Et−1xt+1 + 0.47 [1.36xt−1 − 0.36xt−2]− 0.066
[
rt−1 − Et−1π̄

H
t+2

]
+0.11Et−1∆ψt + 0.25Et−1∆y

∗
t + εxt , (23)

qt = Etqt+1 −
1

4
[rt − Etπt+1] , (24)

∆y∗t = 0.51∆y∗t−1 + εy∗t , (25)

where σH = 2.1%, σF = 5.8%, σx = 0.41%, and σy∗ = 0.50%. Note that the shock to

imported-goods inflation is more volatile than any of the other shocks, while the standard

deviation of the foreign output shock is quite small.

Figure 3 and Tables 1c–3c reveal that the addition of these two open-economy shocks

has surprisingly little impact on the analysis above. Understandably, imported inflation

is now more volatile, leading to slightly more volatility in most other variables, but the

central bank does not worry much about specification errors to either the imported-goods

inflation equation or the foreign output equation. Thus, the introduction of these two

shocks leaves the conclusions concerning robust monetary policy largely unaffected. It is

unsurprising that the foreign output shock is of little importance, because it has very low

variance. As for the imported inflation shock, it has a large variance, but even if imported

inflation affects CPI inflation and hence monetary policy directly, it does not have a direct

effect on any other variable in the economy, which helps to explain why the central bank

has little need to fear that the imported-goods inflation equation is misspecified.
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3.4 The complete open-economy model

Finally we add the shock to the UIP condition, leading to the complete model

πHt = 0.58Et−1π̄
H
t+3 + 0.42

[
−0.39πHt−1 + 0.22πHt−2 + 0.72πHt−3 + 0.45πHt−4

]
+0.28Et−1xt + 0.038Et−1ψt + εHt , (26)

πFt = 0.78Et−1π̄
F
t+3 + 0.22

[
1.11πFt−1 − 0.11πFt−4

]
+ 0.56Et−1ψt + εFt , (27)

xt = 0.53Et−1xt+1 + 0.47 [1.36xt−1 − 0.36xt−2]− 0.066
[
rt−1 − Et−1π̄

H
t+2

]
+0.11Et−1∆ψt + 0.25Et−1∆y

∗
t + εxt , (28)

qt = Etqt+1 −
1

4
[rt − Etπt+1] + rr∗t , (29)

rr∗t = 0.50rr∗t−1 + 0.19rr∗t−2 + 0.11rr∗t−3 + εqt , (30)

∆y∗t = 0.51∆y∗t−1 + εy∗t , (31)

where σH = 2.1%, σF = 5.8%, σx = 0.41%, σq = 3.7%, and σy∗ = 0.50%. Note that

the shock to the exchange rate equation has a relatively large variance, and, because the

exchange rate directly affects all the other variables in the model (through the LOP gap),

this shock has the potential to have important consequences for monetary policy.

This suspicion is confirmed by Figure 4 and Tables 1d–3d : adding the exchange rate

shock raises the volatility of all variables, particularly imported-goods inflation and out-

put, whose unconditional variances increase by an order of magnitude.6 Of course, the

large effect on imported-goods inflation and output is due to the large coefficients on

the LOP gap variable in these equations, while domestic inflation, on the other hand, is

largely unaffected. However, the impact on imported-goods inflation and output spills

over into monetary policy, and central bank loss in the RE equilibrium also increases by

an order of magnitude.

The responses displayed in Figure 4 show that a one-standard-deviation shock (3.7%)

to the exchange rate generates an increase in CPI inflation of more than 3%, a decline in

output of about 2.5%, and a reduction in the interest rate of more than 6%. The looser

monetary policy leads to a large nominal exchange rate depreciation and a large increase

in the LOP gap.

The scale of the responses to the exchange rate shock make the effects of robustness

look small. However, Tables 2d and 3d show that this impression is misleading. When

the central bank is concerned that the exchange rate equation may be misspecified, it

becomes much less concerned about specification errors to the other equations in the

6The variances in the complete model are considerably larger than one would expect. Using a standard
Taylor rule for monetary policy leads to lower volatility in inflation and, especially, in the interest rate,
but higher volatility in the output gap. Nevertheless the variances are still very large in the presence of
exchange rate shocks.
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model and focuses almost exclusively on the possibility that the UIP condition may be

misspecified. The central bank’s fear that the exchange rate equation may be misspecified

is reflected in the conditional volatility of the shocks. Specifically, the central bank worries

that exchange rate shocks might be contemporaneously correlated with shocks to other

equations.

Finally, note that the effects of robustness in the approximating equilibrium are rea-

sonably small. Output is slightly more volatile than it is in the RE equilibrium, but

four-quarter CPI inflation and the interest rate are less volatile. Measured in terms of

volatility then, it is not very costly for the central bank to guard against specification

errors once exchange rate shocks are taken into account. Underlying this result is the

fact that these shocks are very damaging for monetary policy in the RE equilibrium, so

departing from the RE policy in favor of the robust policy does not have a large impact

on the economy.

4 Commitment

Although discretionary policymaking may be more realistic on some levels, since there

is no obvious commitment technology, policy commitment may have large effects on the

economy, and on the nature of robust policymaking if agents’ expectations about the

future play an important role in shaping private sector behavior. Recognizing this point,

we provide in this section some insight into robust policymaking with commitment.

Table 4 reports the unconditional variances and the value of the loss function for

the commitment case. Comparing Table 4a with Table 1a, first note that there is

a stabilization bias associated with discretionary policymaking: output is less volatile

while inflation is more volatile relative to commitment. As a consequence, loss is lower

with commitment, although in our specification the gain from commitment is fairly small

(loss is about 15% lower with commitment than with discretion). Similar results are

obtained by Dennis and Söderström (2006) using the closed-economy model estimated by

Rudebusch (2002). When the central bank seeks robustness, the costs of misspecification

are larger under commitment than under discretion, largely because it becomes more

costly for the central bank to counter the specification errors. As a consequence, loss in

the approximating model is higher under commitment than under discretion.

When the open-economy transmission channels are introduced, the central bank is

better able to stabilize the economy, leading to less volatility in all variables. Intuitively, if

it can commit, then the central bank is able to exploit agents’ forward-looking expectations

to stabilize the economy. However, as mentioned earlier, the model does not uniquely pin

down the steady-state values for either the real exchange rate or the terms of trade. Acting
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under commitment, the central bank is able to influence expectations to the point where

the real exchange rate becomes nonstationary, allowing transitory shocks have permanent

effects on the real exchange rate and the terms of trade (but not on the LOP gap).7 With

the real exchange rate absorbing shocks, loss in the rational expectations equilibrium is

considerably lower under commitment than under discretion. Nevertheless, the cost of

misspecification, and of implementing the robust policy, are still larger (in relative terms)

under commitment than under discretion. It is notable that the open-economy channels

make distortions to the Phillips curve less costly, since the distortions can be met with

movements in the exchange rate as well as movements in the output gap, rather than with

movements in the output gap only.

As with discretionary policymaking, adding the shocks to imported inflation and for-

eign output does not materially change the results, while adding exchange rate shocks is

important, although less important than when policy is conducted with discretion. No-

tably, adding the exchange rate shock increases loss by three times with commitment, but

by more than ten times with discretion, so the gain to committing becomes even larger

once the exchange rate shock is accounted for. However, interestingly, it is relatively more

costly to counteract specification errors and implement a robust policy with commitment

than with discretion.

Thus, the main conclusions from our analysis with discretion remain when we assume

commitment on the part of the policymaker. The exchange rate equation is still the

key concern as a source of specification error, but because the central bank is better

able to control the exchange rate when it can commit, misspecification of the domestic

inflation equation rises in relative importance. The main difference between commitment

and discretion is that the cost of implementing the robust policy is fairly large with

commitment but fairly small with discretion. In order to understand this result, note

that under commitment the robust central bank minimizes loss, taking into account that

the expectations channels can help offset potential specification errors. As a consequence,

the deviation between the robust policy and the rational expectations policy can become

larger under commitment than under discretion. Through this mechanism, the cost of

robustness is (relatively and absolutely) higher when the central bank can commit.

5 Conclusion

We study the effects of model uncertainty on monetary policy in a small open-economy.

We have done this incrementally, moving from a pseudo-closed economy model to an open

economy model, adding structure at each step. Along the way we have demonstrated that

7This also occurs in Monacelli’s (2005) theoretical specification.
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a robust central bank in a closed economy fears mainly that inflation and output shocks

will have larger and more persistent effects on inflation than they do in the reference

model. Fearing this persistence, the robust central bank responds aggressively to shocks,

giving rise to less inflation volatility but more output volatility than the nonrobust policy.

We have also shown that the open-economy transmission channels per se do not have

a large effect on the robust policy. If the only shocks in the economy are to domestic

output and inflation, then the conclusions from the closed-economy model remain largely

unaltered: the robust central bank fears mainly that the equation for domestic inflation

might be misspecified, because distortions to the Phillips curve pose a difficult stabilization

problem for the central bank. Introducing shocks to imported-goods inflation and to

foreign output does not change our conclusions, because these shocks do not have strong

effects on output or consumer price inflation.

Our strongest result concerns shocks to the UIP equation. Once exchange rate shocks

are added to the model, all variables in the economy become more volatile, even in the

rational expectations equilibrium. Introducing a concern for robustness, we show that

monetary policy is particularly sensitive to misspecification of the exchange rate equa-

tion and, to a lesser extent, the domestic inflation equation; distortions elsewhere in the

economy remain of minor importance. This conclusion has a strong intuition. The UIP

condition is estimated imprecisely and, as a consequence, exchange rate shocks are an

important source of macroeconomic volatility. Nevertheless, the almost overwhelming

dominance of the exchange rate equation as the key concern as a source of misspecifica-

tion highlights a particularly weak point in open-economy models. A more encouraging

finding is that when policy is set with discretion, the cost of insuring against specification

errors seems small.
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A The robust control algorithm

This Appendix briefly describes the robust control algorithm developed by Dennis, Leit-

emo, and Söderström (2006), building on Dennis (2006). To formulate the central bank’s

robust control problem, we begin by distorting the reference model by introducing spec-

ification errors. These specification errors reflect the central bank’s concern about mis-

specification and give rise to a “distorted model” that can be written in the form

A0yt = A1yt−1 + A2Etyt+1 + A3ut + A4 (vt + εt) , (A1)

where yt is the vector of endogenous variables, ut is the vector of policy instrument(s), vt

is a vector of specification errors, εt is a vector of innovations, and A0, A1, A2, A3, and

A4 are matrices conformable with yt, ut, and εt that contain the parameters of the model.

The matrix A0 is assumed to be nonsingular and the elements of A4 are determined to

ensure that the shocks are distributed according to εt ∼ iid [0, Is]. The dating convention

is such that any variable that enters yt−1 is predetermined, known by the beginning of

period t. The specification errors, vt, are intertemporally constrained to satisfy the

constraint

E0

∞∑
t=0

βtv′
tvt ≤ η, (A2)

where η ∈ [0, η) represents the total “budget” for misspecification. When η equals zero,

equation (A2) implies that vt = 0 for all t, in which case the distorted model, equation

(A1), collapses to the reference model.

The central bank’s objective function takes the form

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt [y′
tWyt + u′

tQut] , (A3)

where W and Q are matrices containing policy weights and are assumed to be symmetric

positive-semidefinite and symmetric positive-definite, respectively.

The central bank sets policy so as to guard against the worst-case misspecification,

formulating policy subject to the distorted model with the view that the specification

errors will be as damaging as possible. Private sector agents form expectations with the

same view. The central bank’s fear that the specification errors will be as damaging

as possible is operationalized through the metaphor that vt is chosen by an evil agent

whose objectives are diametrically opposed to those of the policymaker. Hansen and

Sargent (2006) show that the problem of minimizing equation (A3) with respect to ut
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and maximizing with respect to vt subject to equations (A1) and (A2) can be replaced

with an equivalent multiplier problem in which

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt [y′
tWyt + u′

tQut − θv′
tvt] , (A4)

is minimized with respect to ut and maximized with respect to vt, subject to equa-

tion (A1). The multiplier θ ∈ (θ,∞] is inversely related to the budget for misspecification,

η, and represents the shadow price of a marginal relaxation of equation (A2).

The solution to this problem returns decision rules for the policy instrument ut and

the specification errors vt that are functions of the predetermined variables yt−1 and the

shocks εt.
8 There are two distinct equilibria that we are interested in. The first is the

worst-case equilibrium, which is the equilibrium that pertains when the policymaker and

private agents design policy and form expectations based on the worst-case misspecifi-

cation and the worst-case misspecification is realized. The second is the approximating

equilibrium, which is the equilibrium that pertains when the policymaker and private

agents design policy and form expectations based on the worst-case misspecification, but

the reference model transpires to be specified correctly. Solving equation (A1) with the

optimal decision rules values for the instrument and the distortions produces the worst-

case outcomes for yt, ut, and vt. To construct the approximating equilibrium, we set

vt = 0 while retaining the equations for Etyt+1, and ut generated by the worst-case equi-

librium, and substitute these into equation (A1) to solve for yt. The solution method is

described in detail in Dennis, Leitemo, and Söderström (2006).

B Detection-error probability and θ

Following Hansen and Sargent (2006), we set the shadow price, θ, to generate a particular

“detection-error probability,” the probability that an econometrician would infer incor-

rectly whether the approximating equilibrium or the worst-case equilibrium generated the

data. Let model A denote the approximating model and model B denote the worst-case

model, then the probability of making a detection error is given by

p (θ) =
prob (A|B) + prob(B|A)

2
, (B1)

where prob(A|B) (prob(B|A)) represents the probability that the econometrician erro-

neously chooses model A (model B) when in fact model B (model A) generated the data.

8When the central bank conducts monetary policy with commitment, the solution is, in fact, a function
of the complete histories of yt−1 and εt; see Currie and Levine (1993).
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To calculate the detection-error probability for a given θ, we assume that the selection of

one model over another is based on the likelihood ratio principle. Therefore, with {zBt }T1
denoting a finite sequence of economic outcomes generated by the worst-case equilibrium,

model B, and LAB and LBB denoting the likelihood associated with models A and B, re-

spectively, then the econometrician chooses model A over model B if log(LBB/LAB) < 0.

Generating M independent sequences {zBt }T1 , prob (A|B) can be calculated according to

prob (A|B) ≈ 1

M

M∑
m=1

I

[
log

(
LmBB
LmAB

)
< 0

]
, (B2)

where I[log (LmBB/L
m
AB) < 0] is the indicator function that equals one when its argument

is satisfied and equals zero otherwise; prob(B|A) is calculated analogously using draws

generated from the approximating model. Let

zt = HAzt−1 + GAεt, (B3)

zt = HBzt−1 + GBεt (B4)

govern equilibrium outcomes under the approximating equilibrium and the worst-case

equilibrium, respectively. Using the QR decomposition, we decompose GA according to

GA = QARA and GB according to GB = QBRB. By construction, QA and QB are

orthogonal matrices (Q′
AQA = Q′

BQB = Is) and RA and RB are upper triangular. Let

ε̂
i|j
t = R−1

i Q′
i

(
zjt −Hiz

j
t−1

)
, {i, j} ∈ {A,B} (B5)

represent the inferred innovations in period t when model i is fitted to data {zjt}T1 that are

generated according to model j and let Σ̂i|j be the associated estimates of the innovation

variance-covariance matrices. Then

log

(
LAA
LBA

)
= log

∣∣R−1
A

∣∣− log
∣∣R−1

B

∣∣ +
1

2
tr

(
Σ̂B|A − Σ̂A|A

)
, (B6)

log

(
LBB
LAB

)
= log

∣∣R−1
B

∣∣− log
∣∣R−1

A

∣∣ +
1

2
tr

(
Σ̂A|B − Σ̂B|B

)
, (B7)

where “tr” is the trace operator.

For a given value of θ, the associated detection-error probability can be calculated by

simulation using equations (B6), (B7), (B2), and (B1). Conversely, θ can be determined

by selecting a detection-error probability and (numerically) inverting equation (B1).
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Table 1: Unconditional variances and loss

Variance in Loss
π̄C

t πH
t πF

t πC
t xt ∆qt ψt rt

(a) Closed-economy version
RE 2.39 5.85 0.64 3.09 3.03
WO 4.46 8.24 4.02 7.28 8.19
AP 2.02 5.46 2.19 4.80 4.25

(b) Open-economy model with only domestic shocks
RE 2.49 6.05 2.93 4.26 0.69 0.12 0.27 2.57 3.11
WO 4.87 8.83 5.02 6.83 4.19 0.53 0.12 7.18 8.59
AP 2.06 5.66 2.24 3.84 2.14 0.55 0.09 4.49 4.20

(c) Open-economy model without exchange rate shock
RE 2.99 6.15 42.79 6.67 0.97 1.36 9.93 4.72 3.97
WO 5.46 8.98 46.10 9.39 4.36 1.92 10.35 9.57 9.42
AP 2.56 5.74 42.39 6.27 2.36 1.95 10.01 6.61 4.98

(d) Open-economy model with all shocks
RE 17.28 8.30 509.27 31.82 20.34 680.40 948.70 150.45 43.13
WO 21.85 9.25 622.81 39.02 29.41 861.77 1218.11 176.04 57.31
AP 16.28 8.14 531.54 33.28 22.50 879.91 1015.31 138.10 43.80

Note: The table shows the unconditional variances of key variables and expected loss in four versions of
the open-economy model when monetary policy and specification errors are set with discretion. The loss
function is given by equation (14) with β = 0.99, λ = 1, and ν = 0.05; the preference for robustness is
chosen to produce a detection error probability of 0.10.
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Table 2: Unconditional variances and correlations between specification errors

Specification error
vH

t vF
t vx

t vq
t vy∗

t

(a) Closed-economy version
vH

t 0.046 −0.671
vx

t −0.671 1.261×10−4

(b) Open-economy model with only domestic shocks
vH

t 0.048 −0.502
vx

t −0.502 9.242×10−5

(c) Open-economy model without exchange rate shock
vH

t 0.048 0.524 −0.383 0.925
vF

t 0.524 2.846×10−4 −0.044 0.670
vx

t −0.383 −0.044 1.300×10−4 −0.056
vy∗

t 0.925 0.670 −0.056 1.431×10−4

(d) Open-economy model with all shocks
vH

t 1.699×10−3 −0.130 −0.119 0.526 −0.048
vF

t −0.130 1.076×10−4 0.071 −0.505 0.467
vx

t −0.119 0.071 1.289×10−4 −0.797 0.896
vq

t 0.526 −0.505 −0.797 0.026 −0.873
vy∗

t −0.048 0.467 0.896 −0.873 5.641×10−5

Note: The table shows the unconditional variances (along the diagonal) and cross-correlations (off the
diagonal) of worst-case specification errors in four versions of the open-economy model when monetary
policy and specification errors are set with discretion. The preference for robustness is chosen to produce
a detection error probability of 0.10.
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Table 3: Distortions to conditional variances and covariances

εH
t εF

t εx
t εq

t εy∗
t

Structural variances
4.41 33.64 0.1681 13.69 0.25

(a) Closed-economy version
εH
t 5.121 5.325×10−3

εx
t 5.325×10−3 0.170

(b) Open-economy model with only domestic shocks
εH
t 5.061 6.681×10−3

εx
t 6.681×10−3 0.170

(c) Open-economy model without exchange rate shock
εH
t 5.048 0.034 6.609×10−3 0.010
εF
t 0.034 34.340 5.679×10−3 9.984×10−3

εx
t 6.609×10−3 5.679×10−3 0.170 6.331×10−4

εy∗
t 0.010 9.984×10−3 6.331×10−4 0.251

(d) Open-economy model with all shocks
εH
t 4.490 −1.313×10−3 4.730×10−4 0.181 5.579×10−4

εF
t −1.313×10−3 33.781 1.426×10−3 −0.347 2.590×10−3

εx
t 4.730×10−4 1.426×10−3 0.168 −9.419×10−3 1.065×10−4

εq
t 0.181 −0.347 −9.419×10−3 16.705 −0.017
εy∗

t 5.579×10−4 2.590×10−3 1.065×10−4 −0.017 0.250

Note: The table shows the impact of worst-case specification errors on the variance-covariance matrix of
shocks in four versions of the open-economy model when monetary policy and specification errors are set
with discretion. The preference for robustness is chosen to produce a detection error probability of 0.10.
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Table 4: Unconditional variances and loss with commitment

Variance in Loss
π̄C

t πH
t πF

t πC
t xt ∆qt ψt rt

(a) Closed-economy version
RE 1.52 5.08 1.03 1.49 2.52
WO 2.52 6.19 5.53 3.16 7.70
AP 1.50 5.01 3.34 2.06 4.71

(b) Open-economy model with only domestic shocks
RE 0.39 5.30 11.34 3.25 0.78 10.66 14.24 5.33 1.37
WO 0.73 6.20 22.81 4.14 4.98 19.43 27.87 10.19 5.71
AP 0.48 5.25 24.24 3.85 3.26 20.14 27.78 8.05 3.87

(c) Open-economy model without exchange rate shock
RE 0.91 5.31 47.74 5.54 0.82 10.78 18.22 6.41 1.96
WO 1.30 6.19 59.42 6.47 5.03 18.52 29.28 11.34 6.37
AP 1.04 5.28 59.93 6.12 3.33 19.19 29.58 9.31 4.53

(d) Open-economy model with all shocks
RE 2.02 10.55 156.94 7.08 3.06 120.06 116.48 24.13 5.93
WO 4.25 12.31 256.91 10.23 8.40 185.20 194.77 37.27 13.42
AP 3.16 11.06 213.84 9.09 6.46 184.69 180.42 32.41 10.51

Note: The table shows the unconditional variances of key variables and expected loss in four versions of
the open-economy model when monetary policy and specification errors are set with commitment. The
loss function is given by equation (14) with β = 0.99, λ = 1, and ν = 0.05; the preference for robustness
is chosen so as to produce a detection error probability of 0.10.
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Figure 1: Impulse responses in closed-economy version
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Note: The figure shows impulse responses of key variables to shocks (of one standard deviation) in the
closed-economy version of the model when monetary policy and specification errors are set with discretion.
The preference for robustness is chosen to produce a detection error probability of 0.10.
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Figure 2: Impulse responses in open-economy model with only domestic shocks
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Note: The figure shows impulse responses of key variables to shocks (of one standard deviation) in the
open-economy model with only domestic shocks when monetary policy and specification errors are set
with discretion. The preference for robustness is chosen to produce a detection error probability of 0.10.
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Figure 3: Impulse responses in open-economy model without exchange rate shocks
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Note: The figure shows impulse responses of key variables to shocks (of one standard deviation) in the
open-economy model without exchange rate shocks when monetary policy and specification errors are set
with discretion. The preference for robustness is chosen to produce a detection error probability of 0.10.
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Figure 4: Impulse responses in open-economy model with all shocks
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Note: The figure shows impulse responses of key variables to shocks (of one standard deviation) in the
open-economy model with all shocks when monetary policy and specification errors are set with discretion.
The preference for robustness is chosen to produce a detection error probability of 0.10.
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